DELMIAworks 2020.0 Product Highlights

Education Services and Product Management are delighted to bring to you product highlights for the new DELMIAworks 2020.0 release. In today’s webinar we will discover the possibilities of using new features to achieve continuous improvement within your operations.

Duration: 1.5 Hours

- **Engineering and Supply Chain**
  - **Engineering Quoting**
    - Additional calculations and parameters have been added to improve the consistency and efficiency of preparing an engineering quote
  - **Item Pricing Enhancements**
    - Streamline Price Management for AKA pricing and Price Books
  - **Purchase Order Receiving**
    - Improved user experience when voiding receipts
  - **Shipping and Distribution Enhancements**
    - Communicate critical shipping instructions to warehouse personnel to improve the packing customer experience

- **Manufacturing and Quality**
  - **Planning and Scheduling**
    - Just-in time planning improvements have been made to account for lost time when changing out auxiliary equipment during job change over
  - **Quality**
    - Implement new inspection controls to ensure quality assurance plan is followed allowing your team to address production issues in RealTime™
  - **Production Reporting Solutions**
    - Discover new ways of controlling dispositions while improving inventory accuracy and costing without adding extra steps to the production floor
  - **MRO**
    - Improve communications when planning tooling and maintenance tasks
  - **RealTime™ Process Monitoring**
    - Efficiently and effectively manage configuration of monitored capabilities and limits using Where Used. Search all relevant areas of RealTime™ Process Monitoring setup from one convenient location.
➢ **Accounting (11:00 AM)**
  o **Inventory Costing**
    ▪ Significant changes have been made to managing costs in inventory with the goal of reducing inventory cost inaccuracies
  o **Inventory Activity Cost Journal (IACJ)**
    ▪ Account for rounding differences and additional blended material use cases

**Training Policy**

Virtual training sessions are presented via GoToWebinar. Training will be on the trainer’s data and there will be an opportunity for question and answer at the end of the session. Please contact our Training Department at 805-227-1122 Ext.4, or email training@iqms.com for course availability information.